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Machine learning is the most exciting technique in 
contemporary science

➔ “Learning is any process by which a system improves performance from 
experience.” - Herbert Simon (father of AI)

➔ “Machine Learning: Field of study that gives computers the ability to learn 
without being explicitly programmed.” -Arthur Samuel (1959)

➔ Tom Mitchell (1998): Machine Learning is the study of algorithms that 
◆ improve their performance P 
◆ at some task T 
◆ with experience E 



Machines evolve and improve

Traditional programming:

Machine Learning:

Method (Code)

Input
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The machine learns whenever it changes its parameters based on its inputs or in 
response to external information in such a manner that its expected future 
performance on given tasks improves.



Neural Networks and deep learning can build 
complex regression models

Weights and biases are obtained 
using gradient descent to minimize the 
loss.

Weights and biases 



Support Vector Machines are excellent classifiers

Maximize width of margin separating 
the two classes.



Convolutional Neural Networks perform high-quality 
image recognition



The goal of this talk is to briefly go over some 
notable results, challenges and techniques

➔ What machines are capable of

◆ Examples of remarkable applications

➔ Types of algorithms

➔ Challenges in interpretation

➔ A specific science application

➔ Future directions



GPUs have revolutionized machine learning

AI performance at ImageNet competition



Machines are capable of many tasks ...

 Image Generation

Classification

Object Detection

Text Generation



...some of which are simply too complex for 
conventional techniques

➔ Some tasks can only be defined by giving examples i.e., we might be able to 
specify (input,output) pairs but not a precise relationship between them.

➔ Data Mining Important relationships and correlations are hidden within large 
piles of data.

➔ Big Data The amount of knowledge available about certain tasks might be too 
large for explicit encoding by humans. 

➔ Unknown/dynamic environment It is difficult to comprehensively incorporate 
all characteristics of the working environment at the design time. 



Cars can now drive themselves



Machines translate languages with high fidelity



Shakespeare Styled Text

Artwork by Generative 
Adversarial Networks 

(GANs) 

Reinforcement 
Learning

Machines turn creative and competitive



Machine learning enables new science



There are many types of ML algorithms

➔ Supervised Learning - Labelled Data

◆ Classification, regression

◆ Semi-supervised learning

◆ Weakly supervised learning

➔ Unsupervised Learning - Unlabelled data

◆ Clustering, anomaly detection, generation

◆ Self-supervised learning

➔ Reinforcement Learning



Machine interpretation is a major challenge

Google deep dream’s 
hallucinatory images



Solar missions are exciting -  Big Data, big opportunities.
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Solar magnetic activity drives space weather.

18

Solar Flares Coronal Mass Ejections

No warning ~20 hour warning



ML for identifying flare-productive magnetic regions.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1ob8OOdbtgj9NBmuRxKZ_VJQWqlhoz6H9/preview


Forecasting solar wind properties at L1.
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WindNet recognizes origin of fast and slow solar 
wind.

Input image

Grad-cam maps

1 day before2 days before3 days before4 days before



ML may help appreciate magnetic region emergence

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=15o_D3TWPE8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=15o_D3TWPE8


Future of fundamental ML science

➔ Unsupervised Learning - Unlabelled data

◆ Clustering, anomaly detection, generation

◆ Self-supervised learning

➔ Explainable AI



Self-driving cars.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tiwVMrTLUWg&t=469


Machine interpretation is challenging.
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WindNet for forecasting solar wind properties.
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Backpropagation

For final layer:

For intermediate layer:



Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)


